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Ronsley Vaz is a keynote speaker, author and business 
leader. He is the author of the book AMPLIFY – How 
to raise your voice, boost your brand and grow your 
business. His podcast, ‘Bond Appetit’, is Australia’s #1 food 
podcast on iTunes and receives between eight and twelve 
thousand listeners a day. Ronsley is also the founder of 
the first digital audio marketing agency in the world called 
Amplify, which has won multiple awards including top 100 
cool companies in Australia for 2016. He is on the board for 
freetoshine.org, an organisation that prevents children from 
being sex trafficked. 

Ronsley has an MBA in Psychology and Leadership and 
a Master’s in Software Engineering as well as a Diploma 
in Financial Services. Ronsley’s journey has seen him 
specialise in a variety of different industries. His newest 
venture, Amplify, is all about converting audio into a content-
marketing echo chamber. He and his team help clients 
create content and turn it into genuine assets that allow their 
businesses to grow.

Between the ‘Bond Appetit’ podcast and his show ‘Should 
I Start a Podcast?’, Ronsley has reached over 4 million 
listeners in 133 countries.

Ronsley is also the founder of the first podcasting 
conference in the Southern Hemisphere: We Are Podcast.

Who is ronsley?
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More of ronsley’s creations
Did you know that every single customer conversion in your 
business has happened as the result of a conversation?

Ronsley will show you his 7-step framework to utilise and 
leverage the power of conversation which will, in turn, 
dramatically accelerate your business growth.

In AMPLIFY you will learn how to:
• Grab the attention of your target market, keep them engaged 

and convert them to paying clients
• Overcome customer objections to eliminate difficult sales 

conversations
• Break through the noise in a crowded market, or break 

ground in a brand new market

Implement the 7 strategic traits that will fast-track your reach as 
an industry influencer. Avoid the major business growth mistakes 
that eat up your profit and prevent you from creating the success 
you deserve. Whether you have a small business or a large one, 
AMPLIFY is a must-read for any entrepreneur who is ready to 
grow their audience, increase their sales and become a market 
leader.

AMPLIFY - THE BOOK

We Are Podcast - The conference

We Are Podcast is Australia and the Southern Hemisphere’s first Podcasting Conference.

In 2015 we launched with 17 speakers who inspired an audience for a day and a half. In 2016, 
we had over 30 speakers from all over the world bringing you the latest in online business, 
podcasting and marketing for two and a half days. We are gearing up for our 3rd annual 
conference in 2017.

The theme for 2017 is “Convince, Convert & Automate”. The key to success with podcasting is 
that 20% is content creation and 80% is distribution and marketing of that content. This year 
we will uncover ways to use a podcast to take a listener and turn them into a subscriber and 
then turn them into a prospect. Its only when they are a prospect can we sell to them.



Conversions always happen in conversations
Keynotes

How to communicate in conversation to get what you want
Selling is part of our daily lives. Whether it is selling an idea of what to do on the weekend to our 
partners, or pushing for new resources that are badly needed at the office. We all need to have 
those conversations that get us what we want. 

This session is going to take the form of communication we are most familiar with and learn how 
we can convince using some basic human principles. The problem with convincing someone is 
that we are only thinking about what we want. But if we flip the tables we get more of what we 
want, while giving them more of what they want. 

Ronsley who has an MBA in Psychology and Leadership, and has started multiple businesses will 
outline the easiest ways to change the way you converse. 

Key takeaways are going to be:
• How to setup every conversation to win
• How to build on your value and use that value to build trust
• The 3 brains you have and how they function in a conversation
• How to frame your conversation 

“Ronsley is a breath of fresh air on stage. His personable and honest style has people relating to him 
immediately. His no-nonsense approach keeps his presentations actionable and practical. Plenty of 
notes are taken down during his sessions as he is all about value.” - Omar Zenhom Founder of $100 MBA & WebinarNinja. 



7 steps to grow your business using audio
Keynotes continued...

How to structure your marketing around your conversations
Most business owners find it extremely hard to explain why they are different, and why their 
clients should do business with them. They come up with the same lines like, “we are really good 
at what we do” or, “we care about our clients”. The problem here is that we don’t give ourselves 
enough credit for the things we are great at.

However, in conversation our value shines. We are able to clearly articulate when we get going 
exactly how we solve our client’s problems. In this keynote, Ronsley will show business owners 
how they can take advantage of the conversations they are already having to create marketing 
collateral that will leave competition in `their wake. 

You are already fantastic at what you do, in this session you’ll learn how to exploit the messaging 
to explain that to others.

Key takeaways are going to be:
• Learn the 7 problems that businesses face that stunt growth
• How to use audio to your advantage
• How to take any piece of audio and create 46 unique pieces of content
• How to get attention, engagement & sales in your business

START WITH YOUR WHY
How to build everything you do around your purpose
Through life we get told what we are capable of achieving, but deep down inside we know that 
there is more. The possiblities of what we do and how we do it are endless, we just need the 
permission to go out and do it.

This permission isn’t from others. It is from ourselves. In this session, Ronsley will show you how 
to start looking for your genius. We are all gifted in our own ways, we just have to start noticing it. 
There is an easy set of steps that help us look towards how we’ve been doing amazing things our 
whole lives. These steps allow us to build on that. 

One of the key takeaways in this keynote is how to find out what you are good at and how you 
can get paid to do it. 

Key takeaways are going to be:
• Impact of starting with your why
• How to find your purpose and your happy place
• How to be accountable to your purpose
• How live and be powerful beyond measure

“Ronsley is a thoughtful and engaging speaker- his authentic approach to presentations ensures they 
can connect with any audience.  Ronsley’s broad knowledge on business and entrepreneurship coupled 
with his own life experience ensures he is able to speak to a diverse array of topics and audience types. 
Having heard Ronsley present to both small and large audiences on differing occasions I would highly 
recommend him for your presentation.” - Clarissa Rayward Founder of Brisbane Family Law Centre 
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“As a professional speaker for over 30 years, it’s easy to recognise exceptional talent when you see 
it - and Ronsley Vaz certainly fits the bill. He has a very easy to listen to speaker style, but he is 
also an exceptional thinker who challenges traditional thinking on pretty much every topic at every 
opportunity. I think he lulls his audience in a false sense of security and then pushes their brains to 
all kinds of limits - and today, that’s exactly the kind of speaker we not only want but need. I have no 
hesitation in recommending Ronsley for any speaking gig - to me he is world class.” - Andrew Griffiths - 

International Bestselling Author and Global Speaker.  

Amplifying the conversation about sex trafficking
Why you need to stand up for what you believe in & how to 
work through the obstacles
Did you know that profits from forced commercial sexual exploitation are calculated at $41 billion 
per year. This is an industry, which means that there is a supply and demand. And, the victims, 
which are the supply, are helpless and innocent. Ronsley is on the board of an organisation called 
Free To Shine. An Australian not-for-profit that is working very hard to make inroads into this 
industry.  

In this session, Ronsley will share when he first heard about this cause, and how he broke down 
while listening to some of the stories. Why being part of this makes it more beneficial for him than 
anything else he does. And, the good things that come from being involved in this cause.  

Key takeaways are going to be: 
• How to deal with the hard stuff in your head
• Why its important to know that the obstacle is the way 
• The importance of never being seen as a victim
• The steps to put in place when you are working on something bigger than yourself 

How to stop exchanging time for money
Why you need to create a product ecosystem … now!
As business owners we usually think about our business as having one service or product. 
Whether it is a lawyer who provides migration solutions, or a clothing store that provides 
garments to a particular demographic. The problem with this perspective is that the only way to 
scale is to add more staff or hold more stock. 

In this session, Ronsley will share how any business can create a product ecosystem to add 
multiple streams of income. Why a product ecosystem will allow you to spend less time educating 
your clients which creates better conversion when it comes to sales. There is also a way where a 
product ecosystem can generate more income than the original products and services. 

Key takeaways are going to be: 
• How to view your business as an ecosystem
• Why the need to create an ecosystem of products is one that should be a priority
• How a product ecosystem allows you to spend less time nuturing your leads
• The 6 types of audiences every business should cater to & the problems they carry



The power of audio & why you are discounting it
Why you should put your voice out into the world
Every parent sings and talks to their unborn child even before its born. Every person is 
understood better in conversation. Every movement can be traced back to a point where a 
speach changed the way we saw the world. Audio and speach is the first form of communication.

In this session, Ronsley will highlight the true power of audio and why we are discounting the 
idea of marketing and communicating using it. He will uncover great ways to make use of audio 
in everyday business and why paying attention to the audio you already produce will return 
maximum results.

Key takeaways are going to be: 
• The top 10 reasons why you should pay attention to audio in 2017
• The 5 market trends that allow audio to make the biggest difference in business today
• How you can pay attention to audio you are already producing 
• How to market what you do without actually publishing audio content

Attraction marketing wins over interruption advertising
How to attract your clients to you rather than annoy them with 
your messaging
We notice annoying messaging all the time. When we go to watch a video on YouTube about a 
new movie trailer and an advertisement about some car will annoy us for the first 30 seconds. 
Interruption advertising is annoying, but there is another way to make your message known.

Ronsley will outline the major differences between interrupt advertising and pull marketing. How 
to use content to educate your market. This session will cover the major market forces that are 
forcing every business and corporation to attract their customers to what they do. Because 
people hate being sold to, but they love to buy.

Key takeaways are going to be: 
• How to set your business up to stand out of the competition
• Why attraction is better than interruption
• The top thing you can do today to allow your business to attract your clients to you
• The 7 market forces that make attraction marketing attractive

“Ronsley grips his audience with his purity in message additional to his ability to express clear, concise 
and original material. His content presentation is always impeccable along with his ability to not 
just give people a great experience, but walk away with actual skills, no matter if he is speaking for 
10 minutes or 60.  His down to earth energy and humour pour off the stage, capturing the entire room 
room, making them feel as though they are part of the experience and hang off every word.” - Amber 
Hawken, Author of The Unfu*kwithable Life



5 reasons to work with ronsley

Ronsley is an engaging communicator. He has been 
on stage for years and has loved every minute of it. 
Every single presentation is different & tailored to 
suit the audience. Your specific needs are met.
Every person in the room will leave with a list of 
action items. Preaching isn’t as good as teaching.
The most unique value that Ronsley brings to a room 
is his way of thinking. Out-of-the-box in every way.
Ronsley is easy to work with and low maintenance 
even if technology doesn’t work on the day.
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